1. Pumps designed for one-way service are dimensioned as shown.
3. For information on additional pump/adapter mounting surface, see DS 47944-A.
4. These units are designed to run case full of fluid at all times. Fill case before starting and connect drain lines accordingly.
5. Net weight 95 lbs (42 kg.)
PUMP, VARIABLE DELIVERY
PVG 130 (F1U)

WITHOUT CONTROLS

Installation Drawing

Basic Pump - Side Ported - Thru Shaft

NOTES:
1. PUMPS DESIGNED FOR ONE WAY SERVICE ARE DIMENSIONED AS SHOWN.
2. NUMERICAL DIMENSIONS GIVEN IN INCHES/MM.
3. FOR INFORMATION ON ADDITIONAL PUMP/ADAPTER MOUNTING SURFACE SEE DS-47944-58S.
4. THESE UNITS ARE DESIGNED TO RUN CASE FULL OF FLUID AT ALL TIMES. FILL CASE BEFORE STARTING AND CONNECT DRAIN LINES ACCORDINGLY.
5. NET WEIGHT - 95.85 (12 KG).
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